
The small but vibrant Singaporean community in Christchurch celebrated
the 51st Singapore National Day on August 12 at Chateau on the Park,
with Lianne Dalziel, Mayor of Christchurch, and Ang Seow Wei, Deputy
High Commissioner at High Commission of Singapore in New Zealand, in
attendance.
Over 100 people of Singaporean origin and the wider community
participated in almost three-hour-long event, which saw performances by a
city-based kapa haka group. National anthems of New Zealand and
Singapore were also played during the occasion.
“Relationship between our two great nations have never been better,
which is symbolised by Exercise Thunder Warrior – the annual exercise
that has been conducted between the Singapore and New Zealand armies
since 1997,” said Wei in his speech.
He also quoted Singapore's Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong recent
speech on the Lion City's 50th anniversary celebrations of last year.
“As the PM said, SG50 helped in cultivating a national identity and sense
of belonging for all our citizens. Hopefully, that will lead us to even gretaer
heights as we move towards SG100.”
Lianne Dalziel, Mayor of Christchurch, who visited Singapore last year,
was all praise for the success Singapore has achieved in the last half-a-

century. “One of the most important things we can learn from the Island
Nation is how well it has achieved
racial integration,” she said.
Sitti Curtis, the main organiser of
the event, and prominent member
of Singapore Club, Christchurch,
who was visibly overjoyed by the
success of the event concluded,
“Our team of volunteers had
worked very hard to make this
happen. All I can say is Majulah
Singapura [Onward Singapore]! ”
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Architecture

The changing face of mosques in Singapore

Al-Mawaddah Mosque

Omar Kampong Melaka Mosque.

Probably the oldest surviving

mosque in Singapore. Built in 1820

by Syed Omar Ali Aljunied, a wealthy

merchant from Sumatra, Indonesia.

Rebuilt twice in 1855 and 1981-82,

the mosque is now a historical

monument as accorded by the

Singapore Preservation of

Monuments Board.

The Sultan Mosque. Dates back to 1823.

Located at the historical Kampong Glam

site. The present mosque structure, which

is a combination of Persian, Moorish and

Turkish themes representing the Islamic

Saracenic style with big domes and

minarets, was completed in 1928. Known

for its unique multi-ethnic administration,

the mosque is governed by a charter put in

place in 1914 which stipulated that the

Board of Trustees must represent the six

different ethnic groups of Malays, Arabs,

Javanese, Bugis, as well as north and south

Indians.

When the Al-Mawaddah Mosque
opened in 2009 with its roof-top
garden, aluminium exteriors, and
Building and Construction
Authority (BCA) green-mark-award
winning sustainability features, it
was a sign that mosques in
Singapore are going through a
philosophical change to engage the
country's young Muslims and “stay
relevant in modern context”, as
noted by Zaini Osman, head of the
mosque policy and planning
division of Majlis Ugama Islam
Singapura (MUIS) - also known as
the Islamic Religious Council of
Singapore. Osman had told Reuters
then “this is about co-existing with
society at large”. The mosque,
which is located at Compassvale

Bow, has no dome. Instead, it has a
computer equipped youth corner to
engage young Muslims.
The issue was highlighted again in
2011 , when during its Mosque
Convention, MUIS decided to
“review mosque design concept and
model for next phase of mosque
building”. The Council also vowed
to intensify its efforts to make
mosques in Singapore family, youth
and community friendly.
Then in 2014, in a seminar
organised by the National Heritage
Board of Singapore, Kurjanto
Slamet, an architect from
Ong&Ong, and Tan Kok Hiang,
founding director of Forum
Architects, argued how modern
designs of mosques in Singapore
are a symbol of openness and
inconclusiveness. Tan's firm had
designed the Assyafaah Mosque
and was also involved in retrofitting
the Almumkinin Mosque.

On the occasion of

Singapore's 51st

National Day, we

travel back in time

and find out how

mosques in the city-

state have over time

done away with

domes, arches, and

minarets; and now

have youth corners

instead.

While designing the Assyafaah Mosque,
Forum Architects, as noted on the
mosque's own website “deliberately
avoided the literal adaptation of icons
typically associated with Islam. These
are the dome, the arch, the traditional
minaret and traditional arabesque

patterns. Quite a few of these
traditional symbols stem from Mughal,
Ottoman, Mamluk or Safavid cultures,
and thus have little relevance to the
cultural context of Muslims and Malays
in Singapore".




